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Chinese Corruption in Africa Undermines Beijing’s Rhetoric
About Friendship with the Continent
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hinese President Xi Jinping’s official remarks
during his recent tour of Senegal, Rwanda, South
Africa, and Mauritius were replete with references
to sincere friendship between China and Africa,1 a
frequent theme of official Chinese communication
toward the continent. Beijing’s inaugural Africa policy paper unveiled in 2006 describes “sincerity, friendship and equality” as the first of four principles and
objectives for China’s policy toward Africa.2
The rhetoric, however, is inconsistent with the
reality that Chinese government-owned or government-linked companies frequently use dishonest practices to gain a business advantage in Africa.
Given China’s control of its state-owned enterprises
and influence over large private Chinese companies,
it is likely that Beijing directs, encourages, or tolerates their corrupt behavior, thereby perpetuating a
system of corruption in Africa that harms ordinary
Africans. Until Beijing stops this practice, its rhetoric about friendship and wishing the best for African
countries and their inhabitants will be insincere.

Understanding Chinese Corruption in Africa

Corruption is often a key element of Chinese economic engagement overseas, including in Africa. A
2017 survey found that 60 percent to 87 percent of
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Chinese firms polled in Africa admitted to paying
a bribe to get a license.3 Chinese companies scored
second-worst in Transparency International’s last
Bribe Payers Index that measured perceptions of
how likely companies from certain countries are to
pay bribes abroad.4 A recent study found that corruption in general increases around active Chinese
aid project sites in Africa, likely because of the Chinese effect on norms.5 Another study found that
countries that are more corrupt attract greater nonconcessional official Chinese financial flows than do
less-corrupt countries; one likely explanation for
the finding is that Chinese companies are comfortable playing the corruption game.6
Reports of Chinese corruption in Africa are too
numerous to comprehensively list in a short paper.
Over the past 13 years, two of China’s biggest telecom companies, Huawei and ZTE, have been implicated in corruption scandals in at least 15 African
countries.7 In 2017, the U.S. arrested the emissary,
Patrick Ho, of CEFC Energy Company—a multinational Chinese company linked to the Chinese
Communist Party—for bribing officials in Chad and
Uganda on behalf of CEFC and the state-owned
China National Petroleum Corporation. A scandal
erupted in 2008 in Namibia when a Chinese company helmed by then-Chinese President Hu Jintao’s
son bribed Namibian officials to win a contract.
Chinese companies pay off officials at the highest levels of African governments. Patrick Ho offered
inducements to the Chadian President and the nowUgandan Foreign Minister. China Sonangol and the
China International Fund bribed the Guinean Minister of Mines and Geology to steer mining contracts
their way. One of the world’s largest steel companies,
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Shandong Iron and Steel, allegedly offered former Sierra Leonean President Ernest Bai Koroma a $150 million sweetener to transfer to it the rights to rich iron
mines from another company.8 ZTE allegedly bribed
then-Liberian President Gyude Bryant, judges, and
others to strip a U.S. company of a telecommunications
contract and award it to ZTE. ZTE reportedly lavished
more than $12 million in payoffs on 29 people in Benin,
including the then-president and several ministers.9
Chinese corruption in Africa takes more forms
than paying bribes to win contracts. The Namibian government spent two years investigating more
than 30 Chinese companies operating in its country over concerns they were hiding illegal earnings.
The investigation bagged four Chinese tycoons who
reportedly ran a $300 million tax-fraud scheme.
Chinese nationals and, allegedly, even Chinese
diplomats,10 are frequently important players in the

poaching rings devastating Africa’s wildlife, while
Chinese companies and workers are notorious for
frequently transgressing the environmental and
labor standards of various African countries. As just
one example, as many as two-thirds of Chinese boats
fishing in West African waters do so illegally, rapidly
depleting fishing stocks and costing West Africa an
estimated $2 billion a year.11

The Costs of Corruption

These companies’ practice of using corruption to
gain advantage in Africa further entrenches a system taking a tremendous toll on ordinary Africans.
A 2002 African Union report estimated that corruption costs Africa $148 billion annually, about three
times the amount the continent received in net overseas development assistance in 2015.12 Corruption
correlates with state failure and conflict,13 and chil-
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dren are five times more likely to drop out of primary
school—and the infant mortality rate is nearly twice
as high—in highly corrupt countries than in countries with little corruption.14
Such corruption gives Chinese companies an
unfair advantage over competitors, and—since a fair
bidding process is usually the best way to secure the
most cost-efficient delivery of a project—robs Africans of receiving maximum return on the investment
of public money paying for Chinese-built projects.
Corruption also subverts governance that is accountable to the people, as bribed leaders become more
responsive to their patrons than to their citizens.

What the U.S. Can Do

Beijing seeks to supplant U.S. influence on the
increasingly important African continent as it pursues its goal of becoming a global power at least on
par with the United States. The U.S. should resist
corrupt Chinese practices as one way of defending its
national interests in Africa. To do so, the U.S. should:
nn

nn

nn

nn

Call on China to abide by its commitments
agreed to in the U.N. Convention Against
Corruption that requires countries to establish
laws criminalizing bribing foreign officials to gain
business advantage.15 Beijing is unlikely to heed
such calls, but they are another avenue by which
the U.S. can demonstrate China’s lack of commitment to fighting corruption in Africa.
Leverage technology and the power of crowds.
The greatest potential check on corruption is its
foremost victims, ordinary Africans. The use of
social media and other technologies is booming
across Africa, and the United States should help
civil society organizations create tools to track
and publicize corruption. Apps similar to Waze,
which uses crowdsourced information to monitor traffic, could track corruption, and even create
heat maps and lists of particularly corrupt government offices.

Beijing wants Africans to believe that it has their
best interests at heart, but the frequent use of corruption by some of its state-owned or governmentlinked firms to gain unfair advantage demonstrates
otherwise. It is in America’s interest to encourage the
development of peaceful, free, and prosperous African countries. Pushing back on Beijing’s false narraPush back on Beijing’s false narratives in tives while strengthening African countries’ ability
Africa. The U.S. should point out to African pub- to resist corruption would be one part of doing so.
—Joshua Meservey is Senior Policy Analyst for
lics and leaders the routine corruption in which
many Chinese companies engage, despite the fre- Africa and the Middle East in the Douglas and Sarah
quent Chinese rhetoric about pursuing a sincere Allison Center for Foreign Policy, of the Kathryn and
friendship with Africa. This effort should include Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for National Security
seeking, compiling, and publicizing reports of and Foreign Policy, at The Heritage Foundation.
Chinese corruption scandals in Africa.
Prioritize the fight against African corruption. Ideas include helping countries strengthen
their civil societies, promoting economic freedom,
and elevating the fight against graft as part of U.S.
development assistance.
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